The Boy Who Cried Wolf

By Anna Von Reitz

Remember in the early days when we were all taking the "viral threat" seriously and analyzing it accordingly?

Remember when things started to fall apart and we began to smell a rat when aspects of the whole "Covid 19" story began to unravel?

The creator of the PCR Test that they have been using since the beginning of this farce came out and said--- hey, this test doesn't work for that! What are you doing?

Here is a competent explanation of what THEY are doing and why the test doesn't work (and doesn't even test for viruses)---and why none of this makes any sense at all from any medical standpoint:


And, while you are digesting that over your morning coffee, here's another gem that has been promptly buried by the mainstream news---- it turns out that WHO is no longer claiming that this farce is a pandemic at all.

FB Friends will have to go to my website and download the MP4 video clip which should be available and posted in a few hours. It is very "official" and explicit and comes directly from a news conference at the World Health Organization offices with WHO officials: no contagion. No reason for masks. No reason for "quarantines". All hoax. All BS.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/wANbAgvCorAV/

And that is directly from the World Health Organization which planned and staged and implemented all this crap.

No masks. No social distancing. No proof that there's anything air-borne or any transmission by coughing, sneezing, touching, etc.

And all of this backs up Mike Pompeo's description of this as a "live exercise" --- basically, a fire drill.
Plus WHO's own reports and the admissions contained in those reports that this was all nothing but a "live exercise" of worldwide preparedness for an actual pandemic, as agreed to by 196 nations in 2005. Notice the same words? "Live exercise"?

So WHO called it a "live exercise" in their planning documents in 2005, and Mike Pompeo knew it was a "live exercise" in 2020. Go figure.

This all also corroborates and makes sense of the fact that there has been absolutely no effort to isolate and identify any virus as the cause of any illness. There are well-established scientific protocols for isolating a specific virus, and if this had been an actual pandemic, no effort would be spared.

Again, I repeat, this whole scenario reeks of falsehood. It reeks of being a hoax. And it reeks of being an "inside job". The people like Fauci and Pompeo knew it was a hoax. And lied to the public through their teeth.

There are a number of lessons to be learned.

First, this isn't your government and yes, they tell lies -- big ones, all the time.

Second, sadly, if they do ever have a real pandemic to report, people will have good reason to ignore them.

Third, all the chaos, the job losses, the business losses, all of it -- needs to be chalked up against the UN Corporation and charged off to it, too.
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